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© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates affiliate this article aren't part of this page. Thanks, we'll look into this. Walmart+ is here to help make every day easier. On this ItemWe aim to show you accurate product information. Manufacturers, suppliers and others give what you see here, and we haven't reified it. Keep your DynaTrap Outdoor Bug Trap operating in peak
capacity with DynaTrap 6-Watt UV Bulbs. Compatible with DynaTrap models DT2000XL and DT2000XLP, these repellent replacement mosquito UV bulbs attract insect flying with hot ultraviolet light. Designed for continuous use, extra-large DynaTrap Outdoor Trap's (sold separately) protects up to one acre of land. For best results, replace the bulbs in your bug traps after 3,000
hours, or approximately four months, in use. Though the light bulb can still be visible, its ability to attract insects decreases over time. This package includes two 6-Watt UV light bulbsDynatrap 6-Watt UV bulbs for Bug Trap Trap Model DT2000XL &amp; DT2000XLP – 2 bulbs: Replacement bubbles for model Dynatrap DT2000XL and DT2000XLP Fluorescent UV light attracting
mosquitoes and other insect thieves Keep Dynatrap Outdoor Bug Track operating 24 hours a day, 7 days a week for optimal efficiency, replacing bulbs every 3,000 hours (approximately 4 months) package includes 2 Dynatrap 6-Watt UV Bulbs Color: White Weight 0.13lb BrandManfacturer PartAssem Probled Product WeightManufacturerAssembled Product Dimensions (L x x H)
0.75 x 3.00 x 11.25 items InchesMost comes with a limited manufacturer's warranty. In addition a Walmart Protection Plan adds extra protection from the date of purchase. The Walmart Protection plan covers the total cost of repairs, or replacements, for products, as well as covers grocery delivery charges for the exchange. Walmart Protection Plan options and pricing can be
found on the product page, as well as in your cart. Go to www.walmart.com/protection see all the coverage offered for each product. You can see your Walmart Protection Plan after buying you from your Walmart Protection Plan Hub.Warranty Information Souvaries by manufacturer NThese bulbs have been increased at considerably prices I needed so they boughtHeelpous?
Thank you for your feedback. June 24, 2020I like the Dynatrap and I needed these bulbs to replace those burned out. Useful? April 29, 2020Unsure if they work as they were completely releases and losted. Very poor packaging – too big in a box with too little materialHelpous? Thanks for sharing your feedback. I replaced the bulbs and it doesn't work. Useful? Thanks for this
feedback. Useful? Customer Q&amp;aGet specific details about this product from customers who own it. In addition a Walmart Protection Plan adds extra protection to the to buy. The Walmart Protection plan covers the total cost of repairs, or replacements, for products, as well as covers grocery delivery charges for the exchange. Walmart Protection Plan options and pricing can
be found on the product page, as well as in your cart. Go towww.walmart.com/protectionto see all the coverage offered for each product. You can see your Walmart Protection Plan after buying you from the Walmart Protection Plan Hub.Product Warranty: Information Guarantee: Varied by Nalready manufacturer buying your product? A Walmart Protection Plan can be added within
30 days of purchase. Click here to add a Plan. webap branch
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